
Run no:-  1602, 24 October 2012 

Hare:- Neil 'Weedeater' B 
Location:- Krungthep Kreeta Pond 

Scribe:- Mongrel 

On Golden Pond-Presented by No Meat and Weedeater 

Mongrels Musings 
It was a dark day on Golden Pond that soon turned into a dark and rainy day for the hash. Upon 

arriving with Nibbles the sky opened up and the rain continued in an intermittently for the rest of the 

night. 

Splat was a hour early as she thought it was Sunday. What more can you say about that? 

Weedeater gave the usual prehash talk about this and that and said that he laid much paper which 

should hold up but the on backs were chalk and were probably wiped out with the rain. 

So the pack started out with Sour Kraut, Maverick and Mongrel looking for paper. Found some paper 

and a check which went along the klong. The trail found was probably a false trail and after much 

searching nothing more was found at that location. 

So some of the pack went back to the start, 

Maverick went for a jog because he thought he 

knew where he was and Mongrel, Sour Kraut and 

Ambrose searched around for a bit and found the 

in trail. Bullit arrived late and was off looking for 

the golf course because Old Hand thought she 

heard the run went to the golf course. Old Hand, 

Splat and Som made their way back following the 

out trail. 

The bucket was all set up by Kim Normal and 

Nibbles with nice big umbrellas set up to keep the 

rain out and lights to make the scene cozy. The 

pack dribbled back in ones and twos with Bullit the last one in after he gave up looking for the golf 

course. As usual the nibbles were great and the beer was plentiful and cold. Weedeater was trying to 

explain where we went wrong on the run but to no avail. 

The circle was called and the Hares Weedeater and No Meat 

got their well deserved down downs. Mongrel and Old Hand 

were returnees and all the pack got down downs as Kim and 

Nibbles did not want to heavy a load for the return trip. Old 

Hand got ‘Tit of the Week’ for her new hair cut and all the 

effort she went thru to keep it dry and neat. 

The combination of the rain, the umbrellas the lights and the 

small group made for a great night as the scene was just right 

and the beer plentiful to allow much pleasant conversation as 

you watched the heavy rainfall from under the umbrellas. 

Great night for my return to Bangkok, thanks to Weedeater, No 

Meat for the run and Nibbles and Kim Normal for setting the 

scene. 

ON ON  

Mongrel 


